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1 Introduction
As Amabile (1998) pointed out, in organizations “creativity gets killed much more
often than it gets supported” (see also Torr, 2008). Davila et al. (2005) referred to
obstacles to innovativeness as “organizational antibodies that kill off good ideas”.
Will anything change if more of our organizational activities are moved to the virtual
domain? What should we then pay attention to when designing e-learning tools that
are supposed to assist, foster, nourish and/or stimulate innovative thinking (see e.g. a
very interesting study of IBM managers by Lewis and Orton, 2000)? Is it at all
possible to facilitate creativity using IT tools which, after all, cannot provide users
with literal personal touch. If designed logically, can such tools compensate for this
fundamental deficiency with appropriately designed functionalities, providing a form
of guidance and knowledge sharing (see Smyrnova-Trybulska and Grudzień, 2009;
Smyrnova-Trybulska and Stach, 2012; Stach and Smyrnova-Trybulska, 2012)?
In contrast to live creativity sessions which usually are (and, indeed, should be)
characterized by “creative” disorder, e-learning tools must rely on stimulating the
users or participants by mechanisms of different nature. Paradoxically, creativity also
needs discipline in thinking, not only free-flowing chaos. The process of
implementing a heuristic method in software necessitates increased precision in
designing the overall flow of procedures and clarity of instructions. Chang’s (2011)
concept of “virtual teams with anonymity and structured interactions” emphasizes
order and structure underlying human virtual interaction, as necessary conditions for
successful creativity. When Davila et al. (2005) set out to demistify innovativeness,
they emphasized that solid, “hardcore”, management skills and explicitly applied
metrics are essential to an organization’s innovativeness. However, Macfadyen and
Dawson (2012) make a strong point that even developing detailed analytics is not a
guarantee that e-learning organizations can make use of them!
Heuristic methods are never applied in vacuum, separated from the pressures of
human personalities, from organizational culture and from administrative procedures
(see Trompenaars, 2007). It is very important that basic administrative functions
governing access, choice, anonymity, feedback, and assessment, be designed with
utmost care. Such functionalities are not less important than the features which
comprise the raison d'être of a given software or online application, i. e. those which
provide the higher, “intellectual” level of functionality (the ideation stage; see e.g.
Daly et al., 2012).
Without these basic, “physiological”, features operating smothly, effectiveness of elearning tools, no matter how sophisticated, may be seriously compromised (see also
Gilbert et al., 2007). The devil, as usual, is in the prosaic details. In this paper, I focus
on such details which are basic features of an online system for innovative thinking,
remembering that “the bulk of the causes of low quality and low productivity belong
to the system” and it is not the fault of the employees (Deming, 1982).
2 Managing access and administrative privileges
Clearly formulated procedures for deciding who and when should perform certain
administrative activities are necessary for the proper functioning of online tools. The
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system must allow convenient ways for assigning who divides the group into teams,
who has the right to post answers. and who and when evaluates the proposed ideas.
This issue is particularly important in the case of group activities, when e.g. a group
of students, together with their section leader, form a profile for conducting a
brainstorming session. Similarly, a team of employees may log in together to conduct
a session according to the nominal group protocol (see below) to develop a new
product. Sometimes, administrative privileges may form a hierarchical structure, with
several teams (each led by its team leader) working independently on the same
project, with departmental committee evaluating the proposed solutions.
An e-learning module dedicated to managing access may also maintain other
functions, such as posting reminders about upcoming deadlines of successive rounds
of heuristic session or controlling (or stimulating) submissions of proposed solutions
or evaluations and feedback (see also Palmer and Holt, 2010).
3 Managing choice: a case of “two-sided selection” for thesis advisers and
advisees
It is a truism to say that creativity requires freedom of choice, of associations, or of
selection of metaphors etc. It begins with choosing right people to work with, both
when optimizing the composition of a team of employees (Chi and Chen, 2009) or
students (Krass and Ovchinnikov, 2006), selecting academic courses (e.g. Mockus,
2010), and when entering a mentor-pupil system. The thesis-writing process is such a
situation and an e-learning environment should accommodate all the needs of both
parties with respect to exercising choice. I describe here a system implemented at
Nowy Sacz Business School – National-Louis University (WSB-NLU) in southern
Poland.
Thesis adviser should be able to pick his or her advisees from among those students
who expressed interest in his or her profile of topics. Students do not know who else
applied to a particular adviser’s group, so, if they are not chosen, they cannot know
who outcompeted them and what specific criteria of choice were used by that faculty
member.
Students have several options for tipping the adviser’s decision in their favor: they
can write a short cover letter with justification (directed to that particular adviser), and
they can (but it is not obligatory) reveal their average grade and grades in those
courses which are relevant or in which they performed well. Importantly, thesis
adviser cannot obtain information about the applying advisee’s grades.
Each student may apply at the same time, and prepare individualized “portfolios” of
information, to four thesis advisers, ranked in the order of the student’s preference. If
there are still vacant spots on the adviser’s list, the system will fill them up at two
additional rounds. First, it will add students who selected a given adviser at the lower
position than rank 1 and the adviser has another window of opportunity to exercise his
or her choice, by selecting among these students. At the end of the process, the system
will fill all the empty spots by assigning randomly to advisers those students who
either forgot or chose not to participate in the selection process.
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4 Managing anonymity: controlled and available whenever needed
Providing and maintaining anonymity is an important component of various creativethinking procedures since it maximizes the chance for unconstrained creativity and/or
objective evaluation of other people’s views. When the need to protect personal image
is removed, one’s creativity may be greatly improved. de Bono’s (1992) six thinking
hats method serves the same purpose, when each participant’s personal image and
views are hidden behind a colored hat metaphorically worn during the debate. Also,
the referees are freed from the risk of interpersonal conflicts between them and the
authors of ideas or, as can be seen in section 4.1, between them and the authors’
advisers. This effect is especially relevant in institutions with hierarchical and formal
organizational cultures (Jasieński and Rzeźnik, 2012).
In live settings attempts at protecting privacy (at certain points during debates or team
activities) may be considered as expression of lack of trust. In contrast, when
anonymity is simply a pre-programmed, built-in feature of an automatic system, it
may be managed more effectively and it is more readily accepted by the participants
(see also: Anwar and Greer, 2012; Yong, 2008).
4.1 “Don’t ask – don’t tell”: a case of quadruple anonymity in thesis reviewing
The system of managing submission of Bachelor’s and Master’s theses and obtaining
reviews and grades for them may serve as a good illustration of the role of anonymity
in influencing human interactions in the academic context. The Faculty of
Entrepreneurship and Management at WSB-NLU introduced in 2009 a set of online
procedures which guarantee freedom from any form of peer pressure that may be felt
by the student, the reviewer and thesis adviser, all involved in the process of
evaluating the submitted thesis. A statistical analysis of grades given by reviewers of
over 3000 theses showed that such variables as gender of the student, gender and
academic rank of the thesis adviser, and gender and academic rank of the reviewer,
had detectable and statistically significant impacts on the grades that students received
for their theses (M. Jasieński, unpublished data). Introduced procedures were meant to
remove such effects and establish fairness and trust (Jasieński, 2007).
The system is characterized by four-directional (quadruple) anonymity and is based
on the following conditions:
1. the student does not know the identity of the thesis reviewer – this condition frees
the reviewer from any form of stress related to knowing student’s expectations with
respect to the grade. The reviewer’s name is never revealed to the student by the
employees managing the faculty’s administrative office. The content of the review,
including the partial scores and the text of the review, is sent to the student’s profile in
the intranet before the thesis defence date.
2. thesis adviser does not know the identity of the thesis reviewer – this condition
frees the reviewer from any form of stress related to knowing the adviser’s
expectations with respect to the grade. Since most of the time the thesis adviser is the
reviewer’s colleague, and often is lower in academic ranking, such peer pressure
could be, and indeed was observed to be, quite intense and detectable. As described
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above, the reviewer’s name is never revealed to the thesis adviser by the
administrators.
3. thesis reviewer does not know the identity of the student – this condition frees the
student from any form of lack of objectivity on the part of the reviewer related to
knowing student’s gender or academic quality. In other words, it protects the student
from potential sexism and elitism sometimes exhibited by the reviewers (see also
Boaler et al., 2011). The reviewer receives either the electronic (pdf) or a printed
version of the thesis, either of which has the student’s name (and also the page with
acknowledgements) removed by the IT system.
4. thesis reviewer does not know the identity of the thesis adviser – this condition
protects the student from the negative effects of potential pre-existing conflicts
between the academic colleagues who serve as the reviewer and adviser. The
reviewer’s low evaluation may be used as a form of punishment directed against the
adviser, with the student author being, of course, the casualty of such academic
conflicts. The reviewer’s version of the thesis has the adviser’s name removed by the
IT system.
The online environment makes implementation of these procedures relatively easy,
given that a customized system has been created and that the faculty members and
administration agree with the system’s objectives. The sense of freedom and
independence that is the desired outcome of the above listed procedures are
prerequisites for creativity in generating ideas and honesty of judgment in evaluating
them.
4.2 Anonymity based on trust: course evaluations
Although I do not intend to discuss the strategies of constructing the actual questions
used in course evaluation, it is worth emphasizing that assessment of teaching quality
should utilize, as much as possible, quantitative criteria. They should be definable by
the user, should utilize several available measurement scales (from traditional to
various versions of the Likert scale) and should offer a palette of descriptive statistics.
An assessment module (see section 7), an integrated set of procedures used for
evaluating the quality of ideas generated by various heuristic methods, may also be
adapted, with appropriate modifications, for the purpose of course evaluation.
However, with online course evaluations, in contrast to anonymously filled out paper
questionnaires, there is an issue of trust. Students’ reservations about the system’s (or
rather college administrators’) honesty in upholding the promise of online anonymity
may affect the objectivity of their evaluations. When personalized intranet profiles are
used for completing the course evaluation, student’s identity is, in principle, easily
recoverable, and any evaluating institution must establish a strong image of
trustworthiness, to ensure functioning of a reliable evaluation system (Jasieński,
2007).
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5 Managing feedback: regulated criticism helps creativity
Importance and role of feedback in education have been emphasized in many studies
(see e.g. Handley and Williams, 2011; Krause et al., 2009; Thoms, 2011; Tsai, 2010).
For example, feedback is essential for an important concept of self-regulated learning
(Butler and Winne, 1995; Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). At the same time, one
should not forget that feedback should flow both from and to all stakeholders in the
educational process, i.e. students, teachers, but also administrators and educational
technologists (Jara and Mellar, 2010) – they should all have proactive rather than
reactive roles, i.e. both as users and generators of feedback (Nicol and MacfarlaneDick, 2006). Here, I would like to point to some fundamental features of feedback
that should be considered by designers of e-learning systems.
5.1 Appropriately-timed feedback nourishes motivation for creativity
On one hand, research on human decisionmaking shows that we have a remarkable
ability to form judgments that are based on information gathered almost intuitively.
Feedback based on such immediate responses could be very perceptive. Immediacy of
evaluations may allow the participants to benefit from a continuous stimulation,
maintaining interest in the topic. Often, attempts at consciously taking into account all
the relevant information result in “analysis paralysis” and lead to a reduction in the
quality of the opinions.
On the other hand, however, there is substantial knowledge on how to provide
feedback and there is no single recipe. In some situations immediacy of feedback may
yield feedback of higher quality (see e.g. Huang et al., 2008), in other situations
terminal or delayed feedback may be found to be more effective (Walsh et al., 2009).
Huet et al. (2009) showed that self-regulated concurrent feedback led to better
learning outcomes (in pilot training) than imposed concurrent feedback. The timing of
feedback should, therefore, be consistent with the recommendations flowing from
research in a given area.
5.2 Incremental feedback protects from creativity’s going astray
If the motto from IDEO (Kelley and Littman, 2001), a legendary design firm from
Palo Alto, California, “Fail often, in order to succeed sooner” is correct, there must be
in place a system of incremental, stepwise correcting procedures, guiding the creative
process. Feedback should be offered by the e-learning system in increments, in
responses to small steps of the creative process, rather than offered only at the end
(Qiu and Riesbeck, 2008). Consequently, it may generate substantial educational
benefit, because students’ failed attempts and misguided choices are corrected early,
before time and resource commitment makes it psychologically difficult for a student
to restrace steps and look for a better line of thought (see also Jonas et al., 2001).
Discarding ideas or prototypes which do not look promising is easy (in the
psychological sense) at early stages and becomes progressively more difficult and
costly at later stages, when a significant investment has been made. A well-known
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psychological and economic phenomenon known as “Concord fallacy” shows that
sunk costs may exert unduly strong influence on our decisions. A system of
incremental feedback, when taken seriously, can prevent such fallacy from occurring
(see also Lant and Hurley, 1999).
5.3 Impartial and impersonal feedback removes peer pressure and hidden
agendas
The goal is to generate feedback that is free from favoritism or any form of bias. Such
deviation from objectivity may result from the person’s giving feedback having a
stake in being either too critical or too uncritical with respect to the person being
evaluated. Either form of departure from objectivity has a negative impact on the
quality of feedback and, eventually, on the quality of the resulting solution.
Removing personal aspect from feedback protects from a broad spectrum of
organizational and behavioral pathologies, such as sexism, ageism, racism and other
forms of stereotyping and non-merit-based feedback. Even simple peer pressure
originating from peer assessment may have begative impact on the quality of learning
(Papinczak et al., 2007).
Pre-programmed online procedures may be equipped with appropriate filters (ideally
working as editing tools in real time rather than as post hoc censorship), detecting
language which indicates one of these forms of destructive feedback. Also, if they are
equipped with a set of automated feedback statements, can be more efficient in this
regard than any human assistance.
6 A robust philosophy of evaluation in e-learning
My main purpose here is to establish some fundamental rules of thought for
developing a critical functionality in any e-learning system: a set of procedures used
for evaluation, i.e. an assessment module. What will be evaluated and how to
implement the procedures within the available IT environment are secondary issues.
We need to clarify first why this particular aspect of e-learning is so important.
6.1 No room for subjectivity and manipulation: make the criteria of quality
explicit
There are as many dimensions of quality as there are dimensions of human interest.
Comprehensive software which can be used in as many contexts as possible should
have a substantial base of optional criteria to choose from, with several measurement
scales thought through, decided upon and prepared. It forces us to be clear and
formulate our criteria for assessing the quality of solutions up-front, e.g. Garvin’s
(1987) eight quality dimensions in business (performance, features, reliability,
conformance, durability, serviceability, aesthetics, and perceived quality), twenty core
criteria for assessment of e-learning quality (see Bell and Farrier, 2007), or ten criteria
applicable in the world of engineering (physico-mechanical, geometric, energetic,
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economic feasibility, design, degree of standardization/unification, ergonomics and
safety for the user, and reliability; Góralski, 1980).
Designers of e-learning systems should rely on the attributes that emphasize that such
systems are: accessible, adaptable, administrable, affordable, agile, customizable,
dependable, evolvable, extensible, flexible, learnable, mobile, modular, portable,
predictable, simple, stable, understandable, and usable (source: Wikipedia). Ideally,
such features should characterize e-learning systems simultaneously.
While some of the criteria may be limited in their applicability to software, others
have universal and fundamental significance, such as simplicity, reliability or
durability. Criteria in other fields may be similar, parallel in meaning, but may be
termed differently, although we should beware a universal tendency of the authors
overstating their assessment of the quality and significance of their own results
(Jasieński, 2006; 2009).
6.2 No room for hand-waving: make the criteria quantitative
The sage admonishment from Galileo to “measure what is measurable, and what is
not measurable, make measurable" is the basis of the modern paradigm in
management, known under the name of “big data” (McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2012).
The benefits that “big data” can bring may be derived from the development and
utilization of numerous indices and indicators quantifying basically any aspect of
economic activity or of customers’ or employees’ behavior. After all, each
quantitative index represents a researcher’s attempt at capturing the bewildering
complexity of the phenomena in psychology, economics, biology etc.
Once the criteria have become quantitative, the users’ responses accumulated by an IT
system constitute data from which the shape of the distribution of individual scores
and their correlation structure may be inferred. Such knowledge may be very useful in
introducing various correcting factors, thus making the indices more comprehensive,
more robust and less biased.
Similarly, mining data obtained from recording patterns of classroom or e-learning
activity of students (using e.g. Moodle) may lead to successful clustering of students
based on their cognitive styles (Jovanovich et al., 2012) or to building customized
content recommendations for them (Khribi et al., 2009). In a sense, the wealth of data
obtained from the users of an e-learning system constitutes, by itself, feedback
(Khribi et al., 2009). Importantly, the more data we have, the more important it
becomes to find good ways of simplifying and visualizing them, which is best
accomplished by a dedicated IT module.
The trend towards quantification, however, comes with new responsibilities, when we
must understand and be ready to justify each of our methodological decisions. For
example, the decision about the type of scale to use (e.g. interval-ordinal-nominal,
Likert vs continuous, arithmetic vs logarithmic etc.) and about the precision with
which the measurements are taken should be based on careful reasoning about the
underlying process (physiological, psychological, microeconomic etc.) we are trying
to capture in our analyses.
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6.3 No room for simple-mindedness: do not settle for unidimensional analyses
The simplest explanation of this issue would be by comparing it to a simple
regression analysis, but in which we include numerous X (independent) variables and
several Y (dependent) variables. We feel that a complex problem requires applying a
comprehensive (i.e. multivariate) approach. X variables are usually components (such
as chemical substances mixed in various proportions) or factors (such as temperature,
pressure, age, teacher’s experience). The Y variables could be e.g. quality variables
(see above) or physicochemical properties or some measures of educational or
professional performance of teams or of individuals.
However, the decision of including many criteria of quality makes it more likely that
variables measuring them will be correlated, i.e. assess very similar aspects of quality.
Since each partial criterion would receive some weight, their combined contribution
to the overall score would be excessive, thus biasing the total towards some particular
aspects of quality. The difficulty of taking the correlation structure of the criteria into
account arises from the fact that one does not know what the correlations are until a
certain number of analyses have been performed.
One could limit the list of criteria to subsets revealed through cluster analysis or
principal component analysis. However, it could be difficult for the users to evaluate
abstract, derived criteria that would result from replacing simple, descriptive
characteristics with principal components. Therefore, it may be preferable to retain
these simple and intuitively more obvious criteria, however many there are, but then
rely on quantitative analyses to reduce the number of dimensions.
6.4 No room for redundancy: make the model realistic by weighting
With many criteria to be simultaneously analyzed, there are important methodological
decisions to be made; for example, when forming a single aggregate objective
function, should the criteria receive equal weights? Probably not; as the result of
weighting, some of the variables may become, for all practical purposes, meaningless,
when their weights are set with sufficiently low values that their contribution to the
numerical outcome of the entire ranking process is negligible.
For example, when e.g. costs are irrelevant for wealthy customers, the criterion “cost”
may be given the weight of 0.01 or may be skipped altogether. This is just one
example of subjectivity that may greatly affect the outcome of the analysis.
Importantly, decisions made when each factor is evaluated by individual subjects
(participants, students etc.) are completely separate from the researcher’s or
administrator’s decisions on weighting applied to each of the factors.
6.5 No room for simple-mindedness: optimize multiple objectives
Another challenge is to correctly localize the optimum, from the perspective of the
desired set of criteria. Response surface methodology provides statistical tools to
explore the landscape created e.g. by combinations of conditions set up by the
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experimenter or of variables measured by the researcher. As if this was not difficult
enough, we often face the challenge of simultaneously optimizing two or more
conflicting objectives. Usually, trade-offs between objectives appear, which forces us
to accept Pareto optimal solutions.
6.6 No room for wishful thinking: justify decisions with statistics
After having collected all the data, then a composite index can be calculated, but it
means that statistical requirements must be taken into account (see below). The
computational ease with which one can create new types of metrics does not provide
any guarantee that such quantitative indices are accurate, precise, and possess
appropriate statistical properties. For example, the ratio-based indices are
characterized by very broad confidence intervals, thus making hypothesis testing
difficult, if not impossible (see Jasieński and Bazzaz, 1999).
6.7 No room for arbitrariness: justify decisions with sensitivity analyses
Even a most comprehensive list of quality criteria, each evaluated in a quantitative
manner, may suffer from a fundamental methodological weakness, namely that of
arbitrariness. After all, decisions of which criteria to use, along which scale to
evaluate them and how to weight their contributions to the overall score, may
significantly impact the final selection of the best or most desirable solutions/ideas.
The notion of arbitrariness in the selection or weighting of the criteria focuses our
attention on the risk of making decisions which may be wrong because they are based
on unrepresentative assumptions.
By “unrepresentative” I mean such assumptions which are atypical, strange, unusual
and do not correctly represent the overall range of available options. There is no
reason to suggest that arbitrariness arises only from irrationality, whim,
capriciousness or wilful manipulation aimed at influencing the result of analysis.
Sometimes these assumptions may result from traditionally accepted rules of
decision-making (e.g. a tradition of using certain indices rather than others, postulated
by a competing academic school of thought) or from a sense of propriety (of what is
acceptable or elegant).
Even when the selection of criteria is based on honest judgment, reason, or scientific
principles, one could ask what would happen if another set of equally relevant inputs
were to be used. Would the final conclusions/outputs be the same? To give a simple
example: how is the aesthetic value of jewellery (or quality of gold-plated jacks in
audiophile speakers) affected if we replace 30% of gold with copper? How would it
change if we replace 50%?
This is the basis of sensitivity analysis and involves assessing the degree to which the
final outcome (output) depends on the initial assumptions or inputs (with respect to
the particular criteria chosen, partial weights, or scales etc.). Since these initial
“settings” are to some extent subjective, we can slightly modify the values assigned to
each criterion and redo the computations. Some of the parameters may turn out to be
more important than others, i.e. changes in their values (settings) may be more
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strongly reflected in the output. Also, the responses may be nonlinear, i.e. may be
relatively greater or smaller than the changes in the parameters. We are basically
exploring the nearest vicinity of the parameter space of the chosen solution and
testing the stability of this solution. If it is still the best, after having tested various
combinations of the criteria, we may safely accept this solution as optimal.
7 The assessment module: criteria of quality quantification
In a comprehensive e-learning system which comprises, apart from other educational
tools, several methods of creative thinking, a set of grading and evaluation procedures
(for coursework or theses), a module comprising criteria for assessment may be built
as a common resource to serve the needs of all methods. It should make it easy to use
quantitative methods since it may have various built-in functionalities for computing
and visualizing indices, changing measurement scales, transforming the variables etc.
An integrated module should also be equipped with modern options for carrying out
sensitivity analyses and for computer-intensive calculations (e.g. bootstrap-based
methods) of statistical confidence limits in the case of non-standard quantitative
metrics. Pre-programmed procedures should also have appropriate statistical analyses
to take the correlation of the partial criteria into account.
The module may also be used for the purpose of course evaluation, after having
selected from the available options the criteria of quality appropriate for assessment
of educational skills, rather than creative content of ideas. An important benefit
derived from applying online tools is reducing the degree of subjectivity and
imprecision in evaluation which are both negative features of direct human
interactions (see also: Smyrnova-Trybulska, 2009; Stodberg, 2012).
8 The nominal group method: a case illustrating the importance of anonymity
and feedback for creativity
Organizational behavior as a discipline has accumulated observations of various
forms of social pathologies, such as groupthink and groupshift, which limit the quality
of group-based thinking. The essence of the nominal group method is restraining or
limiting peer-pressure, by introducing separation between two important stages of
intellectual work (Figure 1): individual creative output of each participant and
feedback and criticism from the group (Greenberg and Baron, 2000).
8.1 Stages in the nominal group method
First stage in this method involves providing participants with information about the
topic of the debate. Participants should be protected from any form of social pressure
and should be able to privately develop their ideas about solutions. Second stage
involves making all ideas available online to the group of participants. The
contributions should be shown in a nonpartial, nonbiased way, preferably with
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removed authorship information and with each suggested idea equally easily
accessible for comments.
During the third stage, each idea is discussed and clarified by the participants, with
comments and criticisms being visible to all members of the group, again preferably
without authorship information. The virtual nature of “group” exchange of views is
clearly superior to the real meeting, because ensuring anonymity of comments is in
real-life situation nearly impossible to accomplish. Withholding knowledge about the
identity of the referees greatly increases the quality of comments and improves
honesty of the evaluations (see earlier discussion on anonymity).
During the fourth stage numerical evaluation of ideas occurs, when the scores are
submitted online (using the assessment module), according to the criteria established
and made very explicit. Participants know only the content of each proposal and the
criticisms it has accumulated during the third stage, and based on this information
must privately make decisions about numerical scores to assign to each proposal. The
outcomes of the scoring stage is a private ranking of all proposals that is submitted by
each participant and that reflects his or her order of preference. In order to decide on a
single ranking of all proposals, all individually-assigned ranks are averaged and the
highest-ranking (on the average) idea is taken as the group’s decision.

Figure 1 A flowchart of the nominal group method as implemented on-line. Own
elaboration, modified from a flowchart of a traditional version presented by
Greenberg and Baron (2000, p. 359).
8.2 Benefits of an e-learning implementation
On-line systems can very effectively accomplish the goal of removing face-to-face
peer pressure. Individual contributions are anonymized during the idea-generation and
idea-evaluation stages, but the authorship of the best ideas may be revealed at the end
of the procedure to ensure recognition of the creative employees. Furthermore,
integrating the module dedicated to the nominal group method with the assessment
module enables precise and quantitative ranking of ideas.
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9 Conclusions
Many people are freed now from constraints in access to information, knowledge and
wisdom of others. Thanks to such egalitarian resources as Wikipedia, chances of
various groups of users, e.g. of rural population or of disabled individuals, are
equalized (other things being equal, of course). Similarly, people, whose development
is constrained by a political regime or social and religious norms or organizational
culture at their workplace, may be helped by technology in realizing their full
potential.
However, lack of limitations in access to information and structured content form a
necessary, but not a sufficient condition of good educational standards. There must be
an appropriately nurturing environment, created, in part, by our IT-based tools. They
may be invaluable in managing creativity of ideas and fostering independence of
thought. They may also teach rational thinking by forcing the users to be precise and
rely on explicitly defined criteria. Leaving young people without guidance and clear,
unbiased assessment, lost in the labyrinth of overabundance of images, ideas, and
trivia, would mean not fulfilling the mission of teaching them how to think critically
and creatively.
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